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Aalen Johansen Estimator

Description

This function calculates the Aalen Johansen estimator of adverse events observed in \([0, \tau]\). Please also refer to Stegherr et al. (2021).

Usage

```
aalen_johansen(data, ce, tau)
```

Arguments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argument</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| data     | (data.frame) with columns including  
|          | • `time_to_event`: Time to the first AE, death or soft competing event.  
|          | • `type_of_event`: 0 for censored, 1 for AE, 2 for death, 3 for soft competing event.  
| ce       | (number) code for competing event.  
| tau      | (number) milestone at which Aalen-Johansen is computed.  

Index

| aalen_johansen | Aalen Johansen Estimator |
Value

(vector)
with the following entries:

- ae_prob: Estimated probability of AE.
- ae_prob_var: Variance of that estimate.
- ce_prob: Estimated probability of competing events.
- ce_prob_var: Variance of competing events.

References


Examples

```r
set.seed(123)
dat <- generate_data(n = 5, cens = c(2, 5), haz_ae = 2, haz_death = 3, haz_soft = 5)
aalen_johansen(dat, ce = 2, tau = 4)
```

---

**generate_data**

*Generate Example Data*

**Description**

This generates the dataset denoted by S1 in Table 4 of Stegherr et al. (2021), i.e. we assume constant hazards for the adverse event (AE) hazard, the hazard for the competing event of death, and the hazard for the "soft" competing events. Censoring is uniform in the given range.

**Usage**

`generate_data(n, cens, haz_ae, haz_death, haz_soft)`

**Arguments**

- `n` (count): number of patients.
- `cens` (numeric): minimum and maximum censoring time.
- `haz_ae` (number): constant hazard for AE.
- `haz_death` (number): constant hazard for death.
- `haz_soft` (number): constant hazard for soft competing event.
Value

(data.frame)
a data.frame with the following columns:

- id: Patient ID.
- time_to_event: Time to the first AE, death or soft competing event.
- type_of_event: 0 for censored, 1 for AE, 2 for death, 3 for soft competing event.
- cens: Censoring time.

References


Examples

```r
set.seed(123)
generate_data(n = 5, cens = c(2, 5), haz_ae = 2, haz_death = 3, haz_soft = 5)
```

---

### inc_prop

**Computing the Incidence Proportion**

**Description**

Computing the Incidence Proportion

**Usage**

```r
inc_prop(data, tau)
```

**Arguments**

- **data** (data.frame)
  with columns including:
    - time_to_event: Time to the first AE, death or soft competing event.
    - type_of_event: 0 for censored, 1 for AE, 2 for death, 3 for soft competing event.
- **tau** (numeric)
  milestone at which incidence proportion is computed.
Value

(vector) with the following entries:

- `ae_prob`: Estimated probability of AE.
- `ae_prob_var`: Variance of that estimate.

Examples

```r
set.seed(123)
dat <- generate_data(
  n = 5,
  cens = c(2, 5),
  haz_ae = 2,
  haz_death = 3,
  haz_soft = 5
)

inc_prop(dat, tau = 4)
```

one_minus_kaplan_meier

One Minus Kaplan-Meier

Description

This function calculates the one minus Kaplan-Meier estimator of adverse events (while censoring all competing events) observed in \([0, \tau]\). Please also refer to formula (4) in Stegherr et al. (2021).

Usage

```r
one_minus_kaplan_meier(data, tau)
```

Arguments

- `data` ([data.frame])
  with columns including
  - `time_to_event`: Time to the first AE, death or soft competing event.
  - `type_of_event`: 0 for censored, 1 for AE, 2 for death, 3 for soft competing event.
- `tau` ([number])
  milestone at which One Minus Kaplan-Meier is computed.
prop_trans_inc_dens

Value

(vector)
with the following entries:

• ae_prob: Estimated probability of AE.
• ae_prob_var: Variance of that estimate.

References


Examples

set.seed(123)
dat <- generate_data(n = 5, cens = c(2, 5), haz_ae = 2, haz_death = 3, haz_soft = 5)
one_minus_kaplan_meier(dat, tau = 4)

prop_trans_inc_dens Computing the Probability Transform Incidence Density

Description

Computing the Probability Transform Incidence Density

Usage

prop_trans_inc_dens(data, tau)

Arguments

data (data.frame)
with columns including

• time_to_event: Time to the first AE, death or soft competing event.
• type_of_event: 0 for censored, 1 for AE, 2 for death, 3 for soft competing event.

tau (number)
milestone at which Probability Transform Incidence Density is computed.

Value

(vector)
with the following entries:

• ae_prob: Estimated probability of AE.
• ae_prob_var: Variance of that estimate.
prop_trans_inc_dens_ce

Examples

```
set.seed(123)
dat <- generate_data(n = 5, cens = c(2, 5), haz_ae = 2, haz_death = 3, haz_soft = 5)
prop_trans_inc_dens(dat, tau = 4)
```

---

**Probability Transform Incidence Density Accounting for Competing Events**

**Description**

This function calculates the incidence density of both adverse events and specified competing events observed in $[0, \tau]$ and then combines and transforms the incidence densities on a probability scale. Please also refer to formulas (4) and (5) in Stegherr et al. (2021).

**Usage**

```
prop_trans_inc_dens_ce(data, ce, tau)
```

**Arguments**

- `data` (data.frame) with columns including
  - `time_to_event`: Time to the first AE, death or soft competing event.
  - `type_of_event`: 0 for censored, 1 for AE, 2 for death, 3 for soft competing event.
- `ce` (number) code for competing event.
- `tau` (number) milestone at which Probability Transform Incidence Density is computed.

**Value**

(vector) with the following entries:

- `ae_prob`: Estimated probability of AE.
- `ae_prob_var`: Variance of that estimate.

**References**

Examples

```r
set.seed(123)
dat <- generate_data(n = 5, cens = c(2, 5), haz_ae = 2, haz_death = 3, haz_soft = 5)
prop_trans_incdens_ce(dat, ce = 2, tau = 4)
```
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